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Comparison of Central Corneal Thickness Measurements by
Ultrasonic Pachymetry, Orbscan II, and SP3000P in Eyes with
Glaucoma or Glaucoma Suspect
Tsung-Ho Ou, MD; Ing-Chou Lai, MD; Mei-Ching Teng, MD
Background: Intraocular pressure (IOP) measurements are affected by the central cornea
thickness (CCT). The conventional method for CCT measurement is ultrasonic pachymetry. However, noncontact procedures lower the risk of infection and corneal damage. In this study, we compared the CCT measured by
Orbscan II, SP3000P, and ultrasonic pachymetry in patients with glaucoma
or glaucoma suspect.
Methods:
The CCT of 208 eyes (46 eyes with glaucoma suspect, 42 with primary
angle-closure glaucoma, and 120 with primary open-angle glaucoma) was
measured using Orbscan II, SP3000P, and ultrasonic pachymetry. We compared the linear correlation of the CCT between each mode.
Results:
The mean CCT measured by Orbscan II (563.63 Ų 35.867 µm) was larger
than with the other two devices. There were significant linear correlations
between measurements with ultrasonic pachymetry and Orbscan II (Pearson
correlation coefficient (r) = 0.793, p < 0.001), ultrasonic pachymetry and
SP3000P (r = 0.890, p < 0.001), and Orbscan II and SP3000P (r = 0.803, p <
0.001). We divided the participants into 3 groups on the basis of the CCT
measured with ultrasonic pachymetry: ≤ 500 µm, > 500 µm to ≤ 578 µm, and
> 578 µm. There was no significant linear correlation between ultrasonic
pachymetry and Orbscan II in the thin group. But, in the intermediate and
thick CCT groups, there were significant linear correlations between each of
the three devices.
Conclusion: We showed good linear correlations of CCT measurements between each of
3 devices, especially in the intermediate and thickest CCTs. These results
will be helpful in predicting the relationship between IOP and CCT for the
diagnosis and screening of glaucoma; even we used optic systems.
(Chang Gung Med J 2012;35:255-62)
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M

easurement of the corneal thickness is very
important for the screening, diagnosis, and
management of glaucoma. (1) The central corneal

thickness (CCT) significantly affects intraocular
pressure (IOP) measured by Goldmann applanation
tonometry. (2) Several studies have shown that the
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measured IOP is lower than the actual IOP in thin
corneas.(3,4) An increased CCT may result in an artificially high IOP measurement, while a decreased
CCT result in an artificially low IOP measurement.
As a rough guide using an overview of published
studies, it can be estimated that for every 10 µm difference in the CCT from the population mean
(approximately 542 µm), there is a 0.5 mm Hg difference between the actual IOP and the IOP measured with Goldmann applanation tonometry.(5) The
Ocular Hypertension Treatment Study showed that
people with low CCT values are at a high risk of
developing primary open-angle glaucoma–up to a
70% increase in risk with a decrease of 40 µm in
CCT.(4,6) Another study indicated that both the corneal
thickness and biomechanical properties influence the
diagnosis and progress of glaucoma.(7-10)
Currently, ultrasonic pachymetry is a widely
used technique to evaluate corneal thickness; however, direct placement of the probe onto the cornea may
increase the risk of infection and damage to the
corneal epithelium. Topical anesthesia is required,
and it may influence the CCT measurements; furthermore, the examiner’s experience can also influence the reliability of measurements.
Recently, noncontact pachymetry instruments
such as Orbscan II (Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, NY,
U.S.A.) and SP3000P (Topcon Corp., Tokyo, Japan)
have been developed. Orbscan II scanning slit topography has multiple applications in corneal examination, including thickness profile, anterior and posterior topography, elevation, and anterior chamber
depth.(11-15) SP3000P specular microscope is a noncontact optical instrument that also facilitates simultaneous pachymetric measurements.(16-19)
Several studies have compared corneal thickness measured by ultrasonic pachymetry, scanning
slit topography, and specular microscopy by assessing the CCT measurement in healthy subjects,
patients after refractive surgery, and patients with
keratoconus.(11,16-21) However, to the best of our knowledge, no study has conducted this comparison analysis with these 3 devices in glaucoma patients. In this
study, we compared the CCT values measured by
Orbscan II, SP3000P non-contact specular
microscopy, and ultrasonic pachymetry (Ocuscan,
Alcon, Texas, U.S.A.) in a population comprising
patients with glaucoma suspect, primary open-angle
glaucoma and primary angle-closure glaucoma.
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METHODS
This study is a retrospective study. We reviewed
patients who received CCT measurements with
Orbscan II, SP3000P, and ultrasonic pachymetry
from January, 2008 to July, 2010. This study was
approved by the Institutional Review Board of
Chang Gung Memorial Hospital (No.: 99-2479B).
The CCT of 208 eyes of 104 patients (46 eyes
with glaucoma suspect, 42 with primary angle-closure glaucoma, and 120 with primary open-angle
glaucoma) was measured using Orbscan II (acoustic
factor = 0.935), SP3000P, and ultrasonic pachymetry.
We compared the linear correlation of the CCT
between each mode of measurement.
The IOP measured by Goldmann applanation
tonometry of all participants was under 21 mm Hg
when the CCT was measured. Moreover, none of the
participants had undergone refractive surgery or
intraocular surgery prior to the study; only the primary angle-closure glaucoma patients had received
laser iridectomy. In order to ensure that the optic
devices were not influenced by corneal clarity,
corneal conditions were clarified by slit lamp examination.
First, we measured CCT with Orbscan II. The
patient’s chin was placed on the chin rest, and a
blinking light was used as the fixation target. Corneal
thickness within a central 3-mm area was recorded as
the CCT measurement. Next, SP3000P was used to
measure the corneal thickness and endothelium biometry parameters, but only CCT readings were used.
Finally, after topical anesthesia with proparacaine
hydrochloride ophthalmic solution (Alcaine, Alcon,
Puurs, Belgium), 10 consecutive measurements with
ultrasonic pachymetry were performed by an experienced technician, and the median of these 10 measurements was used as the CCT reading.

RESULTS
In this study, we examined both eyes of 104
patients–42 women and 62 men. The mean [standard
deviation (SD)] age was 56.29 (13.21) years in
women, 55.28 (13.68) years in men, and 55.87
(13.46) in the entire group.
We compared CCT values measured with the 3
devices, and the correlation between each test was
evaluated. The value obtained with ultrasonic
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pachymetry [539.55 (SD, 38.113) µm] was significantly lower than that measured with Orbscan II
[563.63 (SD, 35.867) µm] (paired t-test, p < 0.001),
but significantly higher than that measured with
SP3000P [520.32 (SD, 35.179) µm] (paired t-test, p
< 0.001). These data are presented in Tables 1 and 2.
There were significant linear correlations
between measurements with ultrasonic pachymetry
and Orbscan II (Pearson correlation coefficient (r) =
0.793, p < 0.001; Fig. 1), ultrasonic pachymetry and
SP3000P (r = 0.890, p < 0.001; Fig. 2), and Orbscan
II and SP3000P (r = 0.803, p < 0.001; Fig. 3).
We divided the participants into 3 groups on the
basis of the CCT measured with ultrasonic pachymetry: ≤ 500 µm, > 500 µm to ≤ 578 µm, and > 578 µm
(mean Ų 1 SD). We also compared the mean CCT
and correlations between each of the 2 devices in

these 3 groups. In the thin CCT group, the linear correlations were low between ultrasonic pachymetry
and SP3000P (r = 0.369, p = 0.021) and between
Orbscan II and SP3000P (r = 0459, p = 0.003).
However, there were no significant linear correlations between ultrasonic pachymetry and Orbscan II
(r = 0.139, p = 0.4). In the intermediate and thick
CCT groups, there were significant linear correlations between each of the devices. These data are
shown in Tables 1 to 3.

DISCUSSION
The Barbados Eye Survey reported that black
participants had thinner corneas (mean thickness,
529.8 µm) than white participants (545 µm). (22)
Shimmyo et al. also showed that, in a population

Table 1. Mean Central Corneal Thickness Measurements
Mean Ų SD (µm)
Total

Thin CCT group

Intermediate CCT group

Thick CCT group

(n = 208)

(n = 39)

(n = 141)

(n = 28)

US

539.55 Ų 38.11

489.26 Ų 7.73

540.80 Ų 21.60

603.29 Ų 27.56

Orbscan II

563.63 Ų 35.87

531.26 Ų 26.61

562.81 Ų 27.32

612.82 Ų 31.15

SP3000P

520.32 Ų 35.18

479.44 Ų 14.91

521.11 Ų 23.61

573.29 Ų 30.94

Abbreviations: US: ultrasonic pachymetry; CCT: central corneal thickness.
Groups were determined on the basis of the CCT measured by ultrasonic pachymetry as follows: Thin CCT group: ≤ 500 µm; Intemediate
CCT group: > 500 µm to ≤ 578 µm; Thick CCT group: > 578 µm.
Table 2. Differences in Central Corneal Thickness Measurements between Each Two Instruments
Total

Thin CCT group

Intermediate CCT group

Thick CCT group

(n = 208)

(n = 39)

(n = 141)

(n = 28)

95% CI

95% CI

95% CI

95% CI

of the difference
Lower

Upper

Sig.†

of the difference
Lower

Upper

Sig.†

of the difference
Lower

Upper

Sig.†

of the difference
Lower Upper

Sig.†

US-Orbsccan II

–27.343 –20.811 p < 0.001 –50.641 –33.359 p < 0.001 –25.612 –18.402 p < 0.001 –15.546 –3.525 p < 0.001

US- SP3000P

16.844

21.617 p < 0.001

Orbscan II- SP3000P

40.256

46.359 p < 0.001 44.108 59.533 p < 0.001 37.842 45.563 p < 0.001 35.609 43.463 p < 0.001

5.271

14.370 p < 0.001 16.807 22.583 p < 0.001 23.864 36.136 p < 0.001

Abbreviations: US: ultrasonic pachymetry; CCT: central corneal thickness; CI: confidence interval; †: Paired t test, 2 tailed.
Groups were determined on the basis of the CCT measured by ultrasonic pachymetry as follows: Thin CCT group: > 500 µm; Intemediate
CCT group: > 500 µm to ≤ 578 µm; Thick CCT group: > 578 µm.
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Fig. 1 Central corneal thickness with ultrasonic pachymetry
versus Orbscan II system in all eyes. (Pearson correlation
coefficient (r) = 0.793, p < 0.001)
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Fig. 2 Central corneal thickness with ultrasonic pachymetry
versus SP3000P system in all eyes. (Pearson correlation coefficient (r) = 0.890, p < 0.001)
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Fig. 3 Central corneal thickness with Orbscan II versus
SP3000P system in all eyes. (Pearson correlation coefficient
(r) = 0.803, p < 0.001)

seeking refractive surgery, African-American
patients had thinner corneas than white patients, but
there was no difference in CCT among white, Asian,
and Hispanic patients.(23) In our study, the mean (SD)
CCT measured with ultrasonic pachymetry was
539.55 (38.113) µm. This was similar to the results
of the Singapore Malay study [mean (SD) 541.1 (35)
µm]. However, all our participants were glaucoma
patients.
In our study, the CCT measured with Orbscan II
[mean (SD) 563.63 (35.867) µm] was significantly
higher than that measured with ultrasonic pachymetry [mean (SD) 539.55 (38.113) µm] (p < 0.001).
However, previous studies reported that CCT readings were overestimated with Orbscan II compared
with ultrasonic pachymetry,(11,13,17,24) and therefore, the
acoustic factor 0.92 of Orbscan II was used to correct

Table 3. Pearson Correlation Coefficients of Central Corneal Thickness Measurements between Each Two Instruments
Total

Thin CCT group

Intermediate CCT group

Thick CCT group

(n = 208)

(n = 39)

(n = 141)

(n = 28)

Correlation (r)

Sig.

Correlation (r)

Sig.

Correlation (r)

Sig.

Correlation (r)

Sig.

US-Orbsccan II

0.793

p < 0.001

0.139

p = 0.4

0.630

p < 0.001

0.868

p < 0.001

US- SP3000P

0.890

p < 0.001

0.369

p = 0.021

0.709

p < 0.001

0.860

p < 0.001

Orbscan II- SP3000P

0.803

p < 0.001

0.459

p = 0.003

0.594

p < 0.001

0.947

p < 0.001

Abbreviations: US: ultrasonic pachymetry; CCT: central corneal thickness;
Groups were determined on the basis of the CCTmeasured by ultrasonic pachymetry as follows: Thin CCT group: ≤ 500 µm; Intemediate
CCT group: > 500 µm to ≤ 578 µm; Thick CCT group: > 578 µm.
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these data. On the contrary, other studies that used
the acoustic factor 0.92 for Orbscan II reported
underestimated readings.(25-28) In our study, we used
the acoustic factor 0.935, and this could be why the
CCT values measured with Orbscan II were high
compared with the values measured with ultrasonic
pachymetry. Nissen et al. reported that the ultrasonic
probe can displace a 7- to 40-µm thick tear film,
resulting in thinning of the epithelium.(29)
Overall, our study showed significantly good
linear correlations between ultrasonic pachymetry
and Orbscan II (r = 0.793, p < 0.001) when 0.935
was used as the acoustic factor. Previous studies
have also shown good linear correlations in normal
human eyes.(30) Kawanna et al. showed good linear
correlations between ultrasonic pachymetry and
Orbscan II in patients with keratoconus, but disproportionally lower readings with Orbscan II in thin
corneas.(31) In the thin CCT group, we found no significant linear correlations between ultrasonic
pachymetry and Orbscan II (p = 0.4), but in the intermediate and thick CCT groups, there were significant linear correlations between these 2 devices (r =
0.630, p < 0.001 in intermediate group; r = 0.868, p <
0.001 in thick CCT group). In our study, the 95%
confidence interval for the difference between ultrasonic pachymetry and Orbscan II was -27.343 to 20.811. We could have used these data to predict
conventional ultrasonic CCT if we had measured
CCT only with Orbscan II.
The CCT measured with SP3000P [mean (SD),
520.32 (35.179) µm] was significantly lower than
that measured with ultrasonic pachymetry [mean
(SD), 539.55 (38.113) µm] (p < 0.001). Several studies have shown that CCT measured with noncontact
specular microscopy is lower than that measured
with ultrasonic pachymetry. (1,21,32) Kawana et al.
showed that these differences occurred because these
devices are based on different operating principles.
In ultrasonic pachymetry, the exact posterior reflection point is not known; it may be located between
Descemet’s membrane and the anterior chamber.
However, noncontact specular microscopy measurements depend on the reflection of light, while ultrasonic pachymetry measurements depend on the
reflection of ultrasound from the anterior and posterior corneal surfaces.(21,31)
In our study, we could establish significantly
good linear correlations between ultrasonic pachym-
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etry and SP3000P (r = 0.893, p < 0.001). In the 3
subgroups, there was a significant linear correlation
between ultrasonic pachymetry and SP3000P (r =
0.369, p = 0.021 in the thin CCT group; r = 0.709,
p < 0.001 in the intermediate group; and r = 0.860,
p < 0.001 in the thickest CCT group). These results
were similar to those of previous studies conducted
in patients who had undergone refractive surgery and
those with keratoconus.(21,31) In our study, the 95%
confidence interval for the difference between ultrasonic pachymetry and SP3000P was 16.844 to
21.617.
In our study, we found that the difference in the
CCT measured between Orbscan II and ultrasound
was larger in, but the difference in the CCT measured between Orbscan II and ultrasound was less in
the thin group. We thought this might be related to
the tear film displacement when we performed ultrasonic pachymetry. Because the cornea is less rigid in
thin corneas, the ultrasonic probe might induce more
corneal displacement when this procedure is performed.(29)
Several studies have shown that corneal conditions may influence the optic system, especially in
patients who have undergone refractive surgery.(33-35)
They also suggested that the formation of new collagen (type III collagen) and vacuoles filled with proteoglycan debris (keratin sulfate), observed in eyes
with haze, result in a high degree of light scattering,
which further increases the refractive index of the
cornea and thus compromises optical pachymetry. In
keratoconus, alteration in the regular orthogonal
arrangement of the fibrils has also been reported.(36)
In our study, in order to ensure that a hazy cornea did
not influence CCT measurements, we excluded participants who had poor corneal clarity. In these
patients, CCT may be measured by conventional
ultrasonic pachymetry.
Conclusion

CCT measurements are very important for glaucoma diagnosis. An increased CCT may give an artificially high IOP measurement, while a decreased
CCT will result in an artificially low IOP measurement. In addition, people with a thin CCT are at a
high risk of developing primary open-angle glaucoma.(6) The gold standard method for CCT measurement is conventional ultrasonic pachymetry.
However, noncontact procedures lower the risk of
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infection and corneal damage such as epithelial
defects and corneal erosion. In this study, we compared the correlation of CCT measurements between
each of the 3 devices in our hospital and showed significantly good linear correlations between them,
especially in intermediate and thick CCT. These
results will be helpful in predicting the relationship
between IOP and CCT for the diagnosis and screening of glaucoma; even we used optic systems for
CCT measurements.
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дܦЍீ̈́ႷҬܦЍீঽˠ̚Ăീณ͕̚֎ቯޘݓ
дˬ̙ТᆇጡĈࢰޘݓگᆇă֎ቯгဦᆇ
̈́֎ቯ̰ϩࡪពᙡม̝ᙯᓑّ
ለ ؟Ꮵ࠳э ዒ࡚ൣ
ࡦ ഀĈ ܦЍீ̈́ႷҬܦЍீঽˠ̚Ăீᑅ۞ീณົ֎͕̚זצቯޘݓᇆᜩĂͷ͕̚֎ቯݓ
ࠎޘฟݭٸศ֎ܦЍீ۞ПᐍЯ̄Ą็ࢰޘݓگᆇ (pachymetry) ืତᛈঽˠ֎
ቯĂͷٙീᇴࣃԫఙࣶགྷរѣᇆᜩćϫ݈˘ֱܧତᛈёᆇጡĂт֎ቯгဦᆇ
(Orbscan II) ̈́֎ቯ̰ϩࡪពᙡ (Specular Microscopy:SP3000P) ౌΞീ͕̚֎ቯ
ޘݓĂώࡁտӈͧྵֱܧତᛈёᆇጡ็ࢰ֎گቯޘݓᆇĂٙീ̝֎ቯݓ
۞ޘᙯᓑّĄ
͞ ڱĈ ᓁВѣ 104 ҜܦЍீ̈́ႷҬܦЍீঽˠĂВ 208 ࣎ீ༗Ăͽˬᆇጡീณ͕̚֎ቯ
ޘݓĄдώࡁտ̚Ăԧࣇͧྵֱᆇጡมكѩ۞࠹ᙯّĄ
ඕ ڍĈ ˬᆇጡ̚Ăͽ֎ቯгဦᆇٙณീ۞͕̚֎ቯޘݓπӮࣃࠎ̂ (563.63 Ų 35.867
µm)Ąѩˬᆇጡكѩมౌѣពຍཌྷ۞ቢّ࠹ᙯĄͽࢰޘݓگᆇ̈́֎ቯгဦᆇٙ
ณീ۞͕̚֎ቯޘݓĂቢّ࠹ᙯܼᇴࠎ 0.793ćࢰޘݓگᆇ̈́֎ቯ̰ϩࡪព
ᙡٙณീ۞͕̚֎ቯޘݓĂቢّ࠹ᙯܼᇴࠎ 0.890ć֎ቯгဦᆇ̈́֎ቯ̰ϩࡪព
ᙡٙณീ۞͕̚֎ቯޘݓĂቢّ࠹ᙯܼᇴࠎ 0.803Ą
ඕ ኢĈ дѩࡁտ̚Ăͽˬᆇጡณീ۞͕̚֎ቯޘݓĂكѩมౌѣពຍཌྷ۞ቢّ࠹ᙯĄ
дᓜԖ˯ĂӈֹԧࣇֹϡЍጯրֽณീĂֱඕ˵ڍΞᑒӄԧࣇᑕϡдෞҤܦЍ
ீঽˠ۞͕̚֎ቯޘݓĄ
(طܜᗁᄫ 2012;35:255-62)
ᙯᔣෟĈ͕̚֎ቯޘݓĂࢰޘݓگᆇĂ֎ቯгဦᆇĂ֎ቯ̰ϩࡪពᙡĂܦЍீ
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